Our birds were adopted from an animal rescue center. For the birds safety their flight feathers were trimmed for ease with examinations and care. Not all flight feathers have grown back yet on two of our Ring-neck Doves and our Bourke’s Parrot so they are mostly cage-bound for safety.

Fernando and Angus are cage mates since adoption day and are bonded as a flock. They come and go from their open cage

Yellow/Brown **Border Canary** is **Fernando**
Gray/Pink/Blue **Bourke’s Parrot** is **Angus**

If you approach one of our four **Ring-neck Doves**, he may begin to preen or freeze, this is a nervous reaction to danger.

Red wings with green leg band is **Shafi** (IN CAGE-not flighted)
White wings with spots is **Ishaq** (FLIGHTED)
Solid beige wings is **Khalil** (IN CAGE-not flighted)
Red wings with white leg band is **Fazil** (FLIGHTED)

We are now to capacity with 6 in the desert and 34 in the tropical dome. The new additions to the tropical dome are the **Green Singing Finches** (pretty singers) and **Zebra Finches** (with orange/red beaks and zebra-striped tail feathers).
Be sure to stop by Mr. Steve B. (Bearded) Dragon located next to the sitting area in a tank for safety and warmth. He’s cool!